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‘Til I Waltz Again With You

Tony Vincent

7 t h July 1946 to 5 t h July 1994

Tony Collick, known to everybody as Tony
Vincent, the best loved milkman in the south died
th
two days before his 47 birthday. Three days
earlier marked the passing of a Rock'n'Roll legend
– CSA played for the last time at the Magpie’s
Nest on Bromley Common.
For those who don’t know, Tony Vincent was the
lead guitarist and singer with a band called CSA.
That last statement may be factual but it falls far
short of the facts. Tony was the band – an
accomplished vocalist and a supremely versatile
guitarist, he played with a multitude of musicians
but no matter who accompanied him, the sound
was always pure CSA.
Brought up in Worcester Park, he started playing
guitar before he was ten. In the early sixties he
formed a band with Doug, Terry and Dick who,
after various alternatives (The Manxmen, Tony
and The Pontiacs) settled on the name The
Orbits. The band recorded ‘Lonesome Me’ with
Dave Allen before he moved on to other things
and then they continued to play local clubs and
pubs. Did anybody see them at the Marlborough
Hall, Wimbledon in November 1963 (admission
3/6d) or Cheam Cricket Club in December 1964
(admission 4/-)? An early high spot was winning
the Merton and Morden Beat Groups
Championships, which led to Tony writing and
recording ‘I Can’t Deny’ in 1965.

For various reasons, the group went their
separate ways and Tony enjoyed a brief spell with
the Rock'n'Roll All-Stars before reforming his own
group as Rock Mobile with Les Bailey on drums
and Terry Glasse back again on bass. In the midseventies, while playing The Fountain at Tooting,
Tony announced to the other two that he was
changing the name to CSA and a legend was
born.
You may have seen CSA at the Old Tigers Head
in Lee Green, Hackney Hospital, The Adam and
Eve in Hackney, The Castle in Tooting, The
Telegraph in Brixton Hill, The Fountain in Tooting,
The Gun in Croydon, the United Ex-Services Club
in Carshalton, or Croydon Football Club in South
Norwood among many other venues. You may
have been on one of the many Rockers Reunion
Runs or the Annual Party where CSA almost
always played.
The venue I most associate with CSA was the
Leslie Arms, Addiscombe on Thursday and
Sunday nights (Thursday was Country and
Sunday Rock'n'Roll). Admission on both these
nights was free, as were most of CSA’s gigs (a
penny or two on a pint covered costs) and an
enjoyable evening was guaranteed. No matter
how many times or for how long he performed,
Tony always seemed to enjoy himself on stage
and his enjoyment was contagious.
He also liked to let others enjoy themselves by
getting up on stage and joining in – one of the
most common sights was Big Al with his sax
reeling about the stage – I’m sure Tony only let
him on stage so he could steal the roll-up from
behind his ear. Big Jim was encouraged to form
The Starlighters by Tony after a few times behind
the mike with him. He even started his nephew
off on a musical career by persuading him to play
one night at the Leslie Arms.
One thing that was often absent at these pub gigs
was applause. Tony appeared neither to need nor
want encouragement. As soon as he finished one
number he was into the next (with occasionally a
momentary pause for a swig of his pint or a draw
on his roll-up) all the way through to the end of the
set.
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Often wearing his trademark T-shirt with “Bass
Player and Drummer Wanted” emblazoned across
it, Tony would appear with a variety of assistance Les Bailey, Johnny Blunt, Pete Gammon, Terry
Glasse, Johnny Angel, Basil, Randy, Liam, Ginge
– the list goes on and on. One had to feel sorry
for these guys as Tony would often change a tune
halfway through and they just had to keep up. He
used to test his drummers by speeding up and
slowing down as the mood took him. On occasion
he would throw in a new song he had learnt
without warning the rest of the band. He was just
having fun doing what he loved.

H
Did you buy ‘Stockade’? If so and you’ve got the
only copy in existence that doesn’t jump, can I
borrow it please?









Tony’s skills on the axe were remarkable – he
could play a Shadows number with just a
drummer and bass guitar but you would swear
there were a lead and rhythm in there somewhere
too. He could do things with a guitar that other,
more famous, players wouldn’t dream of. Fame,
however, didn’t seem very high on Tony’s list of
priorities – “I’d rather be a big fish in a small pond
than a small fish in an ocean” was his response
when I asked why, followed by “I’ll have a Jack
Daniels, thanks.”
Who was Tony – a tall, lean guy, big smile, thick
rimmed glasses, beard (sometimes), ‘tache
(sometimes), swathed in tattoos, roll-up jammed
in the strings of his Gretsch Tennessee with
TONY VINCENT on the neck, “Oh shit!” whenever
he hit a bum note, a lover of guns and Canada,
singing his own version of ‘White Lightning’ –
‘White Powder’ and an all-round nice guy. He has
been and will continue to be missed.
The funeral was a massive affair. Hearses full of
floral tributes, a seemingly endless line of cars
and a phalanx of motorcycles as far as the eye
could see followed his body to the cemetery. The
crowd was twenty or thirty deep around the grave,
all of whom had been totally silent whilst the
service was carried out. The coffin was lowered
into the ground, draped in a Confederate flag and
CSA was finally laid to rest. Then it was all back
to Carshalton for a Rock'n'Roll piss up to see
Tony off in the way he would have wanted to be
remembered.
A song (‘The Rock'n'Roll Man’) was written for
Tony by a close friend shortly before he died and
the chorus goes a long way to summing up this
great Rock'n'Roll man: -

If life is a song and we each write a line
The most we can ask for is try and make it rhyme
We all leave a legacy for better or for worse
And the Rock'n'Roll man wrote a verse

Lee Wilkinson pictured in Los Angeles
recently, there to accept a ‘Grammy’ on behalf
of the eponymous KW for his fastest growing
in house satirical magazine. Lee was pleased
to meet up with two of his heroes, Phil Silvers
and Jerry (not Lee) Lewis.
What can I say Kats and Kittens, I am deeply
touched. In fact I’d go so far as to say that I am
more touched now than I have ever been in my
life. To know how much you folks care, for ‘Tales
From The Woods’ to be voted the fastest growing
Rock'n'Roll satirical in-house magazine in the
entire world. Unfortunately, I couldn’t go to Los
Angeles to collect this esteemed award because I
was preoccupied in Marrakech working as artistic
adviser alongside film director Fouad Mikrat (as
reported in these pages in the June issue) on the
forthcoming feature film based on the life of Eddie
Sheldon and Sue. I am eternally grateful to ‘Tales
From The Woods’ reviewer Lee Wilkinson for
accepting the Grammy on my behalf. So may I
express my gratitude through these pages and I
promise to buy a pint for each and every one of
you at the next gang meet up.
Footnote: Sue is much overjoyed by all the
interest created as is Eddie himself and wishes
she could come back to England to meet Eddie
again and all you loyal ‘Tales From The Woods’
readers. Sadly, as a wanted terrorist she can
never set foot in Europe again but Sue has
promised faithfully to write her story in a future
edition of ‘Tales From The Woods’.
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Winkles in the Mud - Tony Wilkinson
The Darwin Awards were recently
brought to the attention of this illustrious
tome. These awards are for those
individuals who contribute to the survival
of the species by eliminating themselves
from the gene pool before they have a
chance to breed. Most recent honourees
are:
1. A young Canadian, searching for a way to get
drunk cheaply, as he had no money with
which to buy alcohol, mixed petrol with milk.
Not surprisingly, this concoction made him ill,
and he vomited into the fireplace in his house.
The resulting explosion and fire burned his
house down, killing both him and his sister.
2. A 34-year-old white male found dead in the
basement of his home died of suffocation,
according to police. He was approximately 6'
2" tall and weighed 225 pounds. He was
wearing a pleated skirt, white bra, black and
white saddle shoes, and a woman's wig. It
appeared that he was trying to create a
schoolgirl’s uniform look. He was also wearing
a military gas mask that had the filter canister
removed and a rubber hose attached in its
place. The other end of the hose was
connected to one end of a hollow wooden
tube approximately 12" long and 3" in
diameter. The tube's other end was inserted
into his rear end for reasons unknown, and
was the cause of his suffocation. Police found
the task of explaining the circumstances of his
death to his family very awkward.
3. Three Brazilian men were flying in a light
aircraft at low altitude when another plane
approached. It appears that they decided to
moon the occupants of the other plane, but
lost control of their own aircraft and crashed.
They were all found dead in the wreckage with
their pants around their ankles.
4. A police officer in Ohio responded to a 911
call. She had no details before arriving, except
that someone had reported that his father was
not breathing. Upon arrival, the officer found
the man face down on the couch, naked.
When she rolled him over to check for a pulse
and to start CPR, she noticed burn marks
around his genitals. After the ambulance
arrived and removed the man - who was
declared dead on arrival at the hospital - the
police made a closer inspection of the couch,
and noticed that the man had made a hole
between the cushions. Upon flipping the
couch over, they discovered what caused his
death. Apparently the man had a habit of
putting his penis into the hole in the cushions,
and between two electrical sanders (with the
sandpaper removed, for obvious reasons).
According to the story, after his orgasm the
discharge shorted out one of the sanders,
electrocuting him.
More next month (probably).









Stateside Trip Reviews

Wilson Pickett
New Orleans Heritage Festival
Acura Stage - Friday 4th May
Five piece wind section, lead guitar, bass, drums,
keyboards, three girl back-up singers, several
thousand people packed from the main stage and
stretching back to the horizon, for the vintage soul
man.
So what did we get? Well not a lot as it happens.
Started off well enough, his very tight, professional
band kicked off the proceedings with ‘You’re So
Sweet’, lead guitar man taking on vocal duties.
The bass guitarist did likewise for the next number
‘Still Be Pickin’ On Pickin’. And so it went on. The
band ran through ‘Hard To Handle’, we heard an
excuse about a burst tyre, and that the Wicked
Pickett would be with us soon.
Finally, the band kicked into a very long intro of
‘Midnite Hour’, Wilson looking like he should in a
sharp grey mohair suit. Sadly, he didn't sound like
he should - that once great soul voice sounded, to
these ears, shot. Very coarse, hitting high notes
lost in a whisper although, in all fairness to the
great soul man, he did tell us he'd only been out of
hospital a couple of days. Alas it showed, letting
the band and the audience do most of the work
while Wilson wandered on and off stage countless
times.
At one point, I thought it was really gonna catch
fire, Wilson sweating and testifying, leading into ‘A
Man Needs A Good Woman’. For a couple of
glorious minutes it really was the Wicked Pickett,
then he was gone. A girl stepped forward from the
back-up trio to sing a competent ‘Sweet Little
Thing My Man Is’. Wilson back again, being
treated to a high energy Sam Cooke ‘Shake’.
I took my eyes from the stage for a minute to roll a
ciggy, looked up and, oh dear, he's gone again.
The girl singer was back to the mike for ‘Sisters
Are Doing It For Themselves’. Wilson treated us
to a wonderful rendition of ‘Send Me Some Lovin’.
Excellent, no clowning, no running on and off
stage. Then it all degenerated into a soul knees
up, leaving the audience to do most of the work
for ‘Mustang Sally’ and ‘Land Of A Thousand
Dances’. Obviously, for the most part
disappointing, one has to take into consideration
that Wilson is not in good shape. Still, I wouldn't
have missed it for the world though.
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Hackberry Ramblers
New Orleans Heritage Festival
Fais Do Do Stage - Friday 4th May

Luderin Darbone fiddle, Edwin Duhon
accordion, Glen Croker lead guitar, Johnny
Faulk bass, Ben Sandmel drums.
Well, what can you say about this amazing band?
Formed way back in 1933, an incredible 68 years
ago, Luderin Darbone and Edwin Duhon, the two
surviving original members, 91 and 89 years of
age, along with Glen Croker, who has been in the
band for over 40 years, along with more recent
members Johnny Faulk and Ben Sandmel around
20 years. The latter incidentally, along with being
their drummer, is the band's manager. The
Hackberry Ramblers’ unique mix of styles, part
Western swing, part country, Cajun, and
rockabilly, poured into one pot and what you get is
one helluva stomping Southern honky-tonk band.
Friday afternoon under a hot New Orleans sky is
as good a place as any to witness a piece of
history in action, kicking off with their theme tune
which has opened their shows throughout the
entirety of their long career. By the time the band
were into ‘Zydeco Shoes’ the crowd gathering
around the Fais Do Do stage laid testimony to the
great sound emanating from the bandstand. Next
up Glen, who apart from his lead guitar duties is
the vocalist and MC, led the band in the national
anthem of Cajun ‘Jolie Bion’, which incidentally the
Hackberry Ramblers were the first to record for
the Bluebird label amongst over a hundred or so
titles they cut for the company.
Before anyone had a chance to take a breather,
Glen cut into the familiar sound (a complete
change of direction) the band were rockin’ into
‘Johnny B Goode’. Johnny Faulk slapping his
bass, big smile on his face, punctuated the
rocking atmosphere with his trademark yelps and
hollers. Mr Duhon swinging his accordion. Mr
Darbone ambles centre stage at Glen's side,
trading licks. I tell you Kats, guys half their age
would be hard-pressed to create a storm on stage
like this.

During the hour-long set we visited Ray Price
country with ‘Crazy Arms’ and ‘New Heartache
About A Lost Sweetheart’, Johnny Cash's ‘Folsom
Prison Blues’, Creedence Clearwater Revival’s
‘Proud Mary’, at one point joined on stage by the
wonderful Marcia Bell for what proved to be an
excellent bluesy version of ‘C C Rider’, amongst
more familiar Cajun territory including one of my
own personal favourites ‘Creole Waltz’ together
with a unique rockin’ version of ‘Pipeline Blues’.
No trip Stateside would be complete without being
at a Hackberry Ramblers gig. They never fail to
thrill, this afternoon at the Heritage Festival being
no exception, in fact made all the more
exceptional considering the nasty road accident
Glen Croker and his wife were involved in a day
prior to the New Orleans Festival (see June
edition for details). May the Hackberry Ramblers
tear up the stages for many years to come.

Fats Domino
New Orleans Heritage Festival
Acura Stage - Sunday 6th May

If there is a better way to see the legend that has
been recording and performing for well in excess
of fifty years, other than in his native city amongst
many of his own people under the Louisiana sun, I
certainly can’t think of it. The band included the
legendary Herb Hardesty on sax who has been at
the man’s side for virtually all of those fifty odd
years. The remainder I can’t name because they
were not introduced but I did pick out a couple of
recognisable faces on loan from Irma Thomas’s
band, The Professionals and I assume the rest
were pick up musicians. If you are going to use
pick up guys, you certainly ain’t going to get better
than New Orleans players.
Unusually Fats was not closing the festival on the
main stage, that position being handed over to the
Neville Brothers. The reason for this was, I guess,
because Aaron Neville was booked to perform in
the gospel tent at exactly the same time.
The set kicked off right on the button at 3.20pm,
Herb Hardesty blowing wonderfully on Bill Justis’s
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perennial ‘Honky Tonk’. The late Jessie Hill
always used to open for Fats and was always,
without fail, out of his box. The youngish guy
recruited in Jessie’s place carried on the tradition
by taking the job to its logical conclusion by not
only sounding like him but, judging by the way he
staggered around the stage along with his
somewhat erratic dancing, being so out of his
head. Jessie himself would have been proud of
him, running through ‘Ooh Poo Pah Doo’ followed
by a medley of ‘I Feel Good’ and ‘Mustang Sally’
before the man himself hit the stage looking
extremely fit for his 73 years, resplendent in a
green and black floral lightweight jacket and black
slacks.
Fats rarely says much on stage, today being no
exception, just simply sitting down at the piano,
smile stretched across his face and straight into
‘I’m Walkin’ sounding, as well as looking, exactly
the way he should. Crisp and clear perfect sound what more could any true Rock'n'Roll fan ask for?
The smile on my face was as big and wide as
Fats, singing along with ‘Blue Monday’, Let The
Four Winds Blow’, ‘Poor Me’ and ‘I’m Ready’.
Fats in New Orleans always throws in a couple of
unusual numbers which you rarely get in Europe.
Visiting his early days he performed a sparkling
‘Don’t You Know I Love You’ heading back into
familiar hit territory with ‘Hello Josephine’ following
on with ‘I’m In Love Again’, ‘My Blue Heaven’, the
perennial ‘Blueberry Hill’ and one of my own
personal favourites ‘I’m Gonna Be A Wheel
Someday’. Sounding as fresh as the day he
recorded it an amazing 52 years ago at J&M
studios on the corner of Rampart and Dumaine in
New Orleans, ‘The Fat Man’. Staying with the
earliest sessions, he treated us to ‘Goin’ To The
River’, with the sax maestro at Fats’ side just like
he was all those years ago.
Up next ‘When My Dreamboat Comes Home’,
‘Walking To New Orleans’ and ‘All By Myself’,
before a second trip into the rare side of his back
catalogue for ‘Tell Me The Truth Baby’ hitting the
keys for a rockin’ ‘Shake, Rattle And Roll’. All too
soon came ‘So Long’ and finally what has been
Fats’ closing theme for many a long year, a
medley of ‘Saints Go Marching In’ and
‘Sentimental Journey’. Yes Kats, despite his years
and health scares, pushing his piano towards the
wings whilst playing, no matter how many times
we may have seen him do this over the years, for
me it always thrills because it’s part of Rock'n'Roll
history. Like Jerry Lee kicking over the piano stool
and hitting the keys with his arse or Chuck Berry’s
duck walk - it would never be the same without it.
So what else can I say? Nothing, except it was
brilliant. We will never see his like again. Keep
rockin’ Fats.

While out stateside we caught Lil Band Of Gold
performing both at the New Orleans Heritage
Festival and Breaux Bridge Crawfish Festival,
certainly one of the highlights of the trip.
Consisting of C.C.Adcock on lead guitar, Steve
Riley on accordion, swamp-pop legend Warren
Storm on drums, a three piece horn section, steel
guitar, keyboards and bass, described on the
sleeve of their excellent CD as a swamp rock
super group featuring three generations of
Louisiana musicians. Believe me Kats, they were
something else, during the course of the two sets
in which we saw them perform spirited rockin’
versions of ‘Shirley’, ‘Please Mr Sandman’ (which
incidentally on their CD is dedicated to the late
Doug Sawm), ‘Seven Nights To Rock’, ‘Allons
Rock'n'Roll’. Warren Storm performed ‘I Am A
Fool To Care’ and ‘Before I Grow Too Old’. Lil
Band Of Gold at the Selhurst Railway Club? I
can dream. Send me your donations.
James Rivers Movement. Not to everyone’s
taste certainly, but for me though, I love the guy.
Last time at the New Orleans Heritage Festival
back in 1998 I only managed to catch the final
minutes of his act. This time, yours truly found a
seat in the WWOZ Jazz tent close to the front to
catch the whole show. I guess he could be
described as a main stream jazz saxophonist in
the style of Sonny Rollins but that is not what
interests me the most. Obviously steeped in blues
history, a fair proportion of his act consists of
blues - not just on the sax but on bagpipes. As
unlikely as it may sound it works really well. I
specially enjoyed a stunningly beautiful version of
‘Motherless Child’. What else did we get? A
longish selection of Jimmy Reed numbers in
which the top notes of the flute sounded like a
mouth-harp. On top of all this James Rivers has
got an expressive soulful gutbucket voice. Next
time any of you loyal ‘Tales From The Woods’
subscribers are in New Orleans don’t miss out on
this man. He is brilliant. By all accounts he plays
the city on a regular basis. More next month.

Keith Woods








SOUL
KITCHEN
Hi Soul Sisters and Brothers, welcome to this, the
first SOUL KITCHEN. So what gastronomic
delights can you expect from the soul stove? Well,
basically a rag-bag of real soul, including reviews,
live gigs, looking back and forward, and generally
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anything that may be of interest from the soul
world. The column is not intended for the
connoisseur, but hopefully it will be an interesting
read. Feedback would be very welcome. If there is
an artist you may want featured, or information
you may want to share with other readers, let me
know. Negotiations are under way to feature a
very special guest to the soul kitchen - top pasta
chef Mr David Carroll (who doesn't come cheap)
with a special report from the heart of Italian soul,
Bologna.
Arthur Alexander
Arthur Alexander has two essential purchases
recently available. So what better way to open the
kitchen than with Alexander The Great?
Potted History:
Arthur was born on May 10 1940 in Florence, near
Sheffield, Alabama. It was during sixth grade that
he helped form a religious group which sang
locally, winning many talent contests etc . Working
as a bell-hop in his late teens, a combination of
events led to Arthur’s first composition being
recorded around 1958 'She Wants To Rock'
recorded by Arnie Derksen. Details of this release
are very hazy. In 1960, teaming up with Tom
Stafford they wrote 'Sally Sue Brown' which was
released on Judd but shifted only a few sales. Still
hopping bells, but not being deterred by his lack of
success so far, he pooled money along with Rick
Hall and Friends to buy an old tobacco barn,
which they turned into a makeshift recording
studio.
During this period, Arthur spent many months
writing 'You Better Move On', which was recorded
on a four track ampex recorder. It took many
months towards the end of 1961 to come up with
a decent cut. Satisfied, Rick and Arthur set off to
Nashville, visiting numerous record companies to
no avail. Returning to Alabama, but not giving up
hope of the potential hit they had, Rick and Arthur
managed to get a bit more money together to give
Nashville one more go.
At last, success - Noel Bell, a DJ and A&R man
for Dot records liked the demo. Finally 'You Better
Move On' got its long awaited release on Dot in
January 1962 with 'A Shot Of Rhythm And Blues'
as the B side. As Arthur said "I had a big record
on my hands". This was the start of a string of
brilliant classic soul releases - 'Where Have You
Been', ' Anna', ' Go Home Girl'. One of my
favourites was a great cover of Lowell Fulsom’s
'Black Nights' in 1965, the B side, 'Ole John
Amos', being just as great. Most of Arthur’s output
around this period was plundered, and butchered,
by UK pop groups, with very little credit being
given to Arthur.
After serving in the army he returned to sign for
Sound Stage 7. His class output continued, but
the hits had dried up. A brilliant album titled,

simply, Arthur Alexander was released in 1972
on Warner Bros, as were a few 45s. But again the
hits eluded him, until finally in 1975 'Every Day I
Have To Cry Some' on Buddah, became a minor
hit. After a period in the doldrums, in 1993 Arthur
came out of retirement to record a brilliant
comeback CD 'Lonely Just Like Me' on Elektra.
But, alas, as the soul world was once again joyed
that one of the great southern soul voices was
back with us again, and about to tour, Arthur sadly
passed away in June 1993. In my opinion he has
never recorded a dud side, and must surely rate
as one of the greatest soul singers ever. Alas, he
never achieved the fame his talent deserved. I
saw Arthur Alexander only once live, on 2nd April
1966 at the Ram Jam Club in Brixton, 6/-,
although I would be a fool to say I remember the
whole act. I have a vivid recollection of the great
one, as if it was yesterday.

BOOK
Get A Shot Of Rhythm & Blues...
The Arthur Alexander Story
(Biography)
Richard Younger.
No matter where your music tastes
lie, Richard Younger’s account of
Arthur Alexander's life has to be one
of the best reads ever. He opens with, “I was too
young to be aware of Arthur Alexander's music
first time around”, he being eight years old in
1962. But with extensive interviews and many
phone calls with Arthur, talking with the people
who knew him, or whom his path may have
crossed, Richard has written the life of the man as
though he was always in Arthur’s pocket.
It is basically about the man himself, his
character, what made him tick, his battles with
alcohol and drugs. After reading this book you
wonder how an artist, who gave us some brilliant
music lived, for the most part, an extremely
complicated, frustrated and unhappy life. All the
time you can't help but feel for AA. The author has
written a compelling book, with understanding and
sympathy, with a genuine love for a true great. I
guarantee you'll laugh, you'll cry, and not put it
down until completed.

CD
Arthur Alexander - The
Monument Years
UK Ace 805
The title is rather strange as only two tracks were
actually released on the Monument label, the rest
being Sound Stage 7, Combine, or un-issued. To
say the recordings on offer here are stunning is an
understatement. As mentioned earlier, AA sadly
had no chart success during his Monument
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period. Now what's on offer? To me the track
that's really worth the price of the CD is one that
actually did get released on Monument 'I Need
You Baby'. This is one hell of a deep soul ballad
("cause your friends push me away, and I hear
one of them say she don't need you") wow jelly
babies. One of AA’s finest recordings? There are
so many other standouts. I have always liked Joe
South's 'Concrete Jungle' (a hit for Tams) a better
version you may never hear than the AA offering
here, 'Baby This, Baby That', from the same bag
as his Dot period. 'The Migrant' is another
captivating piece of work that will get repeated
plays. As I said before, AA has never made a duff
track, so when I say the Everly Bros’ 'Bye Bye
Love' is given the special AA treatment, you have
to believe me it's a goody. Beware Kats and
Kittens, this CD is for those who appreciate real
soul, and a chance to replace worn out 45s.

opening number 'Shindig'. His Northern biggy was
next 'What Can I Do' which he wrote with
J.J.Jackson, and was a big hit for Billy Prophet on
US Sue. A brilliant version from the writer. His
most profitable composition 'I Bet You' was
included in the set. A cracking set of real soul. A
word of mention must go to a really good back up
band, including two vocalists. How often can you
say that? Unforgettable evening. More please.
BIRTHDAY SPOT
Gene Chandler 6th July (Born 1937)

4th July

JULY SOUL OUT
Skatalites Blackheath Concert Halls

8th July Robert Cray Shepherds Bush Empire
13th July George Clinton & P-Funk All-Stars
Shepherds Bush Empire - Highly Recommended

LIVE REPORT
100 Club
7th June 2001
It’s so rare to be able to see
relatively unknown soul artists
from the sixties appearing live in the UK so when
you get two on the same bill, it’s a must attend
event. The two in question tonight are Sidney
Barnes and Hoagy Lands, both being very big
names on the northern soul scene. One always
feels apprehensive on these occasions - will the
performers be past their best? No worries tonight,
they both gave great performances. The build up
to the live music was an hour of cracking 6t's
dance grooves.
First up from NYC was Hoagy Lands, a lean, tall,
frail looking gentleman. From the first note he had
the 100 Club crowd behind him. He launched into
'Baby Let Me Know' a 60's upbeat groove, at
times his voice sounding not unlike Bobby
Womack. His monster Northern favourite 'Next In
Line' followed, which had the last few seated up
on their feet. The mood changed as Hoagy
slowed it right down, I mean really down, falling to
his knees, his pleading, his crying 'Baby Come On
Home’. This was gospel, deep soul, what ever it
was, the feeling in his voice was so soulful, deep
with emotion, he poured his heart out. Amazingly,
Hoagy survived that, and soulfully galloped
through the rest of his act, finishing off with a
danceable 'If I Had A Hammer'. Although Hoagy’s
voice was not that strong, it was so soulful, and
full of raw emotion. A brilliant set.
Next to the stage was Sidney Barnes from
Chicago. Now when did you last see a soul singer
wearing a straw hat? You could say Sidney is
more noted for his writing than his recordings. In
contrast to Hoagy, Sidney has a much stronger
voice, and a more hard-hitting approach. He is a
showman, prancing around the stage during his

15th July Essential Festival
Hackney Marshes £35 (ouch!)
with Isaac Hayes, George Clinton,
Herbie Hancock etc
20th July Terry Callier

Forum Kentish Town

RADIO
30th June/7th July History of the Marquee Club
Radio 2 - Could be interesting.
COMING UP
Blues Estafette. Utrecht. 17th Nov
Kip Anderson. Well my Soul Children, Kip's one
artist that would make even Keith Woods BUY a
train ticket to Holland, should he lose his
busman's pass. More of Kip in future kitchens, but
to say he’s one of the greatest soul singers of all
time is an understatement. He first recorded back
in 1959 on Derrick, through to Ichiban in the 90's,
in between cutting some of the deepest soul
music you'll ever likely to hear. After Clay
Hammond last year and Kip this year, it's all too
much for an old heart. Dr Dale, I need an
appointment!
FUTURE COOKING IN THE KITCHEN
Random Dip...
My all time top 10 soul tracks...
What was really going on when Cilla Black
stormed the charts with Harry, whoops, I mean
Alfie, in 1966...
Competition...
Sweet Soul Bologna...
and so much more.
So until next time, keep on keeping on.
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Soulboy






Dr Dale’s Casebook
Dr Dale is taking a much needed rest this month
folks, holidaying with his family at the Grand Hotel
on the beautiful Isle of Grain but, being the
wonderful, compassionate and conscientious
professional that he is, he would not let you loyal
‘Tales From The Woods’ subscribers down. So he
has appointed an old school friend of his and Ian
McNeil’s to stand in for him. So, for one month
only we present Toni Vauxhall a.k.a. Toni The
Transsexual so please confide in

TONI THE TRANSSEXUAL
Who understands things from both points of view
THE AGONY AUNT WHO IS ALSO YOUR
UNCLE...
Dear Toni,
I have a really good sex life with my girlfriend
Ruby, and she is game to try anything so long as it
doesn't hurt her. Or me. We've been involved in
threesomes, foursomes, and more, and Ruby is
quite happy to go with her girlfriends if it gives me
pleasure to watch.
However, the thing that really turns me on, and
Ruby loves it too, may be dangerous, so I am
seeking your expert advice. She stretches out my
scrotum, and nips a little hole in my ball-bag with
nail scissors, inserts a straw, and blows up the
bag. She then covers the hole with sticky tape,
leaving the bag inflated, and gives me the most
wonderful blow job, and my orgasms are like
nothing else I have ever experienced. After we
have both relaxed, she removes the sticky tape
from the hole, and gently deflates my ball-bag.
She puts a little disinfectant over the hole, seals it
up with sticking plaster, and within a week
everything has completely healed, and you would
never know I'd had a hole in the bag.
But the question that is bothering me is this. Am I
risking my health with this fun practice?
Lee W., Stratford
Toni writes: As you have probably heard, I'm
saving up to get my own nuts sliced off, so this
adventurous activity really sounds the sort of thing
that would make me change my mind However, I
asked my friend the doctor, and he says lots of
germs are carried in the mouth, and you run a
serious risk of infection if you carry on with this.
Plus, it's a bad idea to cut your skin unless the
implements are fully sterile, and I'm sure you
wouldn't be thinking of things like that at a time
like this. So, fun it may be, but don't do it

Dear Toni,
I used to enjoy dressing up in my girlfriend's
stockings and suspenders, because I'm quite

slightly built, and she didn't mind at all. Recently,
she has switched to hold-ups, and is quite happy
to share, but the confounded things seem to make
great marks on my legs, and ruin my circulation.
How come women seem to be able to wear them
without problems?
A.L.W. Nunthorpe, Middlesbrough.
Toni writes: I’m a female size ten, and when I
wear slacks I dress to the right so I can
sympathise with your problem. Some women DO
find hold-ups uncomfortable to wear, and I always
suggest going back to stockings if that is the case.
Ask your girlfriend to buy you your own
suspenders and stockings next birthday. Then you
can wear those, and she can wear her own holdups.

Dear Toni,
I am a 27-year-old single railwayman, and I
recently had the trip of a lifetime to Hollywood, and
visited the place of my dreams, Mann’s Chinese
Theatre, where stars through the ages have put
their palm and footprints into wet concrete for
posterity.
When I came to Marilyn Monroe's footprints, I
could barely contain my excitement, slipping off
my socks and trainers, and putting my naked feet
into the spot where the sainted Marilyn had put
her own beautiful feet all those years ago. I must
have got a bit carried away, as I felt the cold
cement beneath my feet becoming warmer the
more I moved my feet. I discovered to my shame
that a security guard had arrived, and he told me
quite rudely that I had to put my shoes back on,
and leave. I don't believe I was doing anything
wrong, or upsetting anyone. What is your opinion?
Charles D., Surrey.
Toni writes: I totally sympathise. But if you want
to enjoy an experience like this, discretion is the
watchword. You should have waited until the area
was a little quieter, and saved yourself for a
private session with Marilyn's tootsies, when there
were no other tourists OR security guards about.

Dear Toni,
As a 22-year-old female bank clerk, I don't see
much of the more interesting end of life, shall we
say, so I thoroughly enjoy hearing the tales told by
my best mate Jan, who is a nurse in casualty in a
hospital in the next town. She was telling me
about a man who had been brought in with a light
bulb stuck up his bottom. The nurses were in fits
of laughter, but had to hide their hilarity from their
patient, apparently a smartly dressed man in his
forties who was totally mortified over the
experience. The nurses had to squirt a liquid
cement into the patients' buttocks, wait for it to
encase the light bulb and go hard, and then pull
the whole thing out without breaking the bulb. But
the more she described the man, the more it
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sounded like my boss, the bank manager. She
didn't know his last name, but his first name was
the same. When I got back to work on the
Monday, I checked his diary, and he was duly
missing the whole afternoon my mate described
the incident taking place. I'm just dying to tell
someone, and I can't look at him without laughing.
If I did tell someone, and he found out, could they
sack me?
Doreen S., Wickford
Toni writes: Suppose you're wrong? He could
have been out playing golf. Not only could they
sack you for spreading rumours, he could sue
you, too! Keep shtum is my advice. And spare a
thought for the poor man, too.
Don't forget to write if you have an interesting
personal problem. We reserve the right to publish
your full name and address if your problem is
funny enough.









One day in the future, George Bush has a heart
attack and dies. He immediately goes to hell,
where the devil is waiting for him. “I don’t know
what to do here,” says the devil. “You are on my
list, but I have no room for you. You definitely
have to stay here, so I’ll tell you what I’m going to
do. I’ve got a couple of folks here who weren’t
quite as bad as you. I’ll let one of them go, but you
have to take their place. I'll even let YOU decide
who leaves.”
Bush thought that sounded pretty good, so the
devil opened the first room. In it was Richard
Nixon and a large pool of water. He kept diving in
and surfacing empty handed, over and over and
over. Such was his fate in hell. “No”, George said.
“I don’t think so. I’m not a good swimmer and I
don’t think I could do that all day long.”
The devil led him to the next room. In it was Newt
Gingrich with a sledgehammer and a room full of
rocks. All he did was swing that hammer, time
after time after time. “No, I've got this problem
with my shoulder. I would be in constant agony if
all I could do was break rocks all day”,
commented George.
The devil opened a third door. Inside, Bush saw
Bill Clinton, lying on the floor with his arms staked
over his head, and his legs staked in a spreadeagle pose. Bent over him was Monica Lewinsky,
doing what she does best. Bush took this in with
disbelief and finally said, “Yeah, I can handle this.”
The devil smiled and said, “Okay Monica, you’re
free to go.”









Canada by Rail
To celebrate twenty-five years of happily married
purgatory, my better half and myself took a trip
across Canada last May. The Canadian Pacific
railroad is 3000 miles from Newfoundland to
Vancouver. It was built by mainly Chinese
labourers funded by the British and Canadian
governments to link British Columbia in the west
with the rest of Canada and especially the eastern
seaboard and ports. Large amounts of land and
money were given for its building and the railway
built huge hotel complexes at any place of interest
along the way - springs, lakes etc. These hotels
are still owned by the railway and tend to be very
luxurious affairs.
First we took the ‘Big Bird’ from London to
Toronto. Our train from Toronto consisted of 29
coaches behind two locos, including four dome
cars - two towards the front and two towards the
rear. Those at the rear were the ones we were to
use. Not long after leaving Toronto our train went
over a flat rail crossing with a line at right angles.
Soon our train stopped and then started to back
up around a curve on to the line we had just
crossed, one person looking out of the rear of the
train with walkie-talkie communication to the
driver. It was interesting to see that you can back
up 29 coaches with no brake control, just a radio.
Travelling by rail makes you realise how vast
Canada is. We left Toronto, Ontario at 09.30 on
Saturday and it was midday Sunday when we
crossed into Manitoba. Scenery wise, Ontario was
interesting and varied compared with the flat
prairies to come later. The meal service on board
was excellent; breakfast was first come, first
served with lunch and dinner on two sittings. If you
were first sitting for lunch you were given a ticket
for first sitting for dinner and the same for the
second sitting.
Food was varied, excellently
cooked and served.
Winnipeg, Manitoba was a surprise. It’s funny how
you get ideas of places in your mind. I always
thought Winnipeg was a big city. In fact, it is a
rather small town. By now we were in the flat
prairies - hour after hour of flat land. On into
Saskatchewan and still nothing but prairie. When
we crossed into Alberta, at first more flat lands but
then, slowly the foothills of the Rockies loomed
ahead. Onward and westward and also upward
because gradually we were climbing into the
magnificent majestic Rockies.
Our journey by train ended at Jasper. Although
Jasper is situated in the mountains it is a National
Park. It’s very green and has beautiful lakes all
surrounded by majestic snow-capped peaks.
Wildlife abounds in this area. Jasper is also the
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point where the railway changes. Most of the line
until this point is single track with passing loops.
Now the loops get longer because the freights,
which run one after the other, go from one
hundred wagons long with two
locos to one hundred and fifty
wagons with up to four locos.
Wagons are nearly all carrying
two containers, piggy back.
Riding through the Rockies,
going on to the ice fields and
especially flying over the
Rockies in a helicopter are
indescribably beautiful. As far
as the eye can see just snowcapped peaks, ice fields and
peace. The descent down into
Vancouver is different again
because British Columbia is
very green and lush. This is
where the railway has the
famous spiral tunnel through
one of the mountains and
where the famous last spike –
not golden spike – was driven
completing the 3000 miles of
railway.
Maybe someday I will make it
back to travel from Jasper to Vancouver by rail but
until then I will use the memories of a fantastic
journey. By the way, my better half is fed up with
me trying to sing or whistle the song ‘Canadian
Pacific’ which I think is the ultimate travelling
song.
John Wapshott









Thoroughly imbibed we arrived at the Marine
Lodge Hotel around teatime. On learning that the
press reception was to be held at
7.30pm (or thereabouts) I retired
to my living quarters to wash and
change and try and look
presentable. Form 7.30 onwards
the hotel bar gradually filled up
with friends and familiar faces
such as Tony Fry, Barry Dixon
and sound supremo and living
legend, Dave Travis, toting copies
of his excellent new Stompertime
CDs ‘Nashville Rock'n'Roll /
Rockabilly‘ reviewed elsewhere
in these pages. Great also to see
the man behind the excellent
Swedish publication ‘American
Music’, Bo Berglind and some of
his friends who also work for the
magazine.
Eventually the American stars
appeared whereupon they were
immediately besieged by wellwishers and autograph hunters.
So, what to say about Friday
night’s turns? Well, the first top
name to tread the boards was Al Casey who
played lead guitar on all the great early recordings
by tonight’s headliner, Sanford Clark and
subsequently became an in-demand session
guitarist working with the likes of Sinatra and
Sammy Davis Jr.
Al kicked off the proceedings with a rockin’,
rollicking romp through ‘Ramrod’ then eased
things down a touch with a version of his
American hit ‘Jivin’ Around’. Later on he got to do
another two song solo spot with ‘Guitar Boogie’
and his classic ‘Teenage Blues’, a record hop
favourite that had the crowd hoopin’ and hollerin’!
Anyhow, after Al’s initial two songs, it was time for
Sanford to Rock'n'Roll for the assembled throng.
He was introduced by special guest Lee
Hazlewood, who in turn was introduced by the
man who makes the whole weekend possible,
Willie Jeffery.

th

The 26 Hemsby Rock'n'Roll weekender started
th
proper on Wednesday the 9 of May, but my
th
account starts on Friday the 11 where, at Dirty
Dick’s pub opposite Liverpool Street Station, I met
up with fellow rockin’ travellers Lee Wilkinson,
Martyn Harvey, John Joliffe, Brian Jessup, Doctor
Dale and, welcome to the club, Dart Carson, who I
believe was lead guitarist in a Rock'n'Roll band
(with the illustrious ‘CD’ as lead singer) performing
around Woking in the early sixties. So, with
suitcases in our hands and hope in our hearts we
boarded the Rock'n'Roll rattler bound for that
wonderful Greek island called Yarmoof. (Only
kidding).

Starting upbeat with ‘Nine Pound Hammer’,
Sanford embarked on a set that combined some
(but sadly not all) of his rockin’ classics with more
than a few country gems (perhaps too many for
some of the punters, though I enjoyed his version
of ‘Hickery Holler’s Tramp’, a hit for O.C.Smith in
the UK back in ’68). Rockers like ‘Lonesome For
A Letter’, ‘Modern Romance’ and ‘Usta Be My
Baby’ were well received and as you’d expect ‘The
Fool’ brought the house down, but his voice,
although still sounding good in quality terms, didn’t
travel too well in terms of volume.
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A nice tribute to Hank Snow was paid with a
version of ’I’m Movin’ On’ but a rather disjointed
Rock'n'Roll medley closed the set. So, a set that
wasn’t as good as it could have been. There was
no ‘Lou Be Doo’, no ‘Go On Home’, ‘Swannee
River Rock’ and definitely no ‘Son Of A Gun’! Oh
well, you can’t have everything, can ya? Credit is
due to the Hemsby house band that backed
splendidly. Take a bow Clive Osbourne on tenor
sax, Wayne Hopkins on upright bass and Paul
Atkinson on drums.

unreleased until the late eighties) and there was
an even bigger surprise later on in the shape of
Elvis’s ‘Trouble’ which begs the question, did he
record a version in the studio at all (for Carlton
perhaps)? During the first three songs, Jack had a
problem with a faulty guitar lead but once this was
rectified it was into second gear and cruising
thereafter.

Classic after classic followed; from the Carlton
days came ‘My True Love’, ‘Midgie’, ‘Geraldine’,
The Way I Walk’, ‘Save My Soul’ (with a bluesy,
I was forewarned that Mack Stevens, who
Elvis type ending), ‘I Never Felt Like This’,
followed Sanford Clark on Friday night, had a
‘Goodbye Baby’, and of course ‘Leroy’ (reprised
pretty wild stage act. I was told that during his
as an encore under its working title ‘Grease Ball’,
appearance at the Las Vegas weekender in April
a nice touch there). From the Guaranteed period
’99 he swung his lead guitarist round in circles,
came ‘Go Wild Little Sadie’; from the RCA period
holding him by his feet and managed to set fire to
we heard the superb ‘Wiggle On Out’ and ‘Flakey
the drummer’s snare drum. Indeed, he pulled a
John’ (which has become something of a record
few of these tricks during his Hemsby set. He
hop favourite in recent times). We also heard
managed to set his coat sleeve alight during ’The
Capitol gems such as ‘Strange Desire’ and a
Train Kept A Rollin’, mainly singing the song while
personal favourite ‘One Of Those Days’; a request
standing on a chair. On another song he
for ‘You Can Bet Your Bottom Dollar’ was granted
brandished a whip, egging on his lead guitarist
and from the Top Rank period we heard ‘Baby
during his solos.
Baby’, ‘Oh Little One’, ‘Found
A Woman’, ‘Good Deal
To speak his thoughts
For his last song ‘Chupa Chupa
Lucille’ (again with an Elvis
Is every free man’s right
Chupa’ from his latest Rollin’
type ending) and the excellent
In peace and war
Rock album, he invited some
‘What In The World’s Come
In council and fight
female assistants (including his
Over You’. I can only
William Pitt
ample
bosomed
wife
it
conclude by saying this –
The father of the British (un)written
transpired) to shake and scream
voice great, band great,
constitution cannot be wrong.
with all their might. I felt that
sound
great.
Absolute
Stevens has a good, powerful
perfection.
Who
could
voice and an abundance of ‘Tales From The Woods’ is an possibly follow that?
stage presence, but I think he uncensored magazine. You can say
should drop a lot (all?) of the what you like about whomever you Step forward Janis Martin
stunts – he received a shave on
like. Naturally, ridiculing politicians, backed by the Hemsby house
stage from a band member
band.
With
‘Drugstore
during one song – as many of the monarchy and those who, Rock'n'Roll’ as her opening
self-design, purport to salvo, you could immediately
these seemed to go above the through
represent the establishment is sense that there was gonna
audiences heads.
encouraged.
be one big party in the
Saturday
night
was
truly Coming soon in a future edition of Pontins
ballroom.
Janis
sublime. The best Saturday
thrilled a packed crowd with
‘Tales From The Woods’
night at Hemsby I have ever
all
her
RCA
classics,
MR ANGRY COLUMN
witnessed. The first major
including
‘Barefoot
Baby’,
Or perhaps you just want to say how
American to appear was Jack
‘Billy Boy’, ‘Bang Bang’, ‘All
Scott, looking mean and keen in you really feel about certain gigs that Right Baby’ (featuring some
a red t-shirt, jeans and shades. you would otherwise dare not say or fine drum breaks by Paul
indeed certain types of music. You
Backed by his American band,
Atkinson),
‘Crackerjack’,
whose lead guitarist apparently say it – I print it. Only in ‘Tales From ‘Ooby Dooby’ and her classic
worked with Muddy Waters and
The Woods’ the fastest growing inpaean of praise to her one
Jimmy Reed in the seventies.
time label-mate ‘My Boy
house magazine in the world
Elvis’.
Sold throughout the UK (even
Jack kicked off with his debut
Grimsby) USA, France, Germany,
release ‘Baby She’s Gone’ and
Of a more recent vintage was
Holland, Belgium, Italy, Spain,
for the next hour and a quarter
‘I’m A Hard Rockin’ Mama’ – a
Sweden, Norway, Iceland and
treated a capacity audience to a
great up tempo cut in keeping
Morocco.
truly vintage rockabilly based set
with the rockin’ tone of the
(with a little country too). He
show. A three song Elvis
also added a surprise inclusion or two. Into this
medley provoked loud cheers when Wayne
category fell the second number ‘True True Love’
Hopkins rode his bass across the stage during a
(recorded for Capitol in the early sixties but
furious ‘C.C.Rider’. Encores of ‘Johnny B Goode’
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and ‘Good Rockin’ Tonight’ (with rhythm guitar
provided by Janis herself) rounded off a
tremendous performance that will go down as one
of the all time great Hemsby sets.
Sunday. As I was inspecting the goodies on offer
at the morning boot sale, word reached me that
the Houserockers were performing in the Queen
Vic pub sometime during the afternoon. This three
piece has earned a reputation as one of the
hardest working bands on the circuit and for about
an hour Rob Glazebrook (guitar, vocals), Wayne
Hopkins (bass) and Ritchie Taylor (drums) proved
this in no uncertain terms. Mixing blues classics
with rockabilly classics, they delivered a sparkling
set that attracted and delighted a rapidly
increasing audience. I particularly liked their
version of ‘Wore To A Frazzle’ in which they
combined wild instrumental solos with quiet
verses. Make it your business to see these guys –
a splendid time is guaranteed for all.
Sunday night’s headliners, the Calvanes, were a
bit of an unknown quantity to me. I knew that they
recorded for Dootone in the fifties but that was
about it. This four-piece group combines original
members Bobby Adams and Herman Pruett with
newer members Fred Willis and Jimmy Corbitt.
Backed by the Swing Kings, they did a slick, wellpaced set that combined some of their Dootone
material (‘Don’t Take Your Love From Me’, ‘Flee
Oo Wee’, ‘They Call Me Fool’) with newer items
(‘A Casual Kiss’). A fine version of ‘Sh-Boom’ was
rapturously received as was a spine tingling
acapella rendition of ‘I Shall Not Be Moved’,
performed as an encore. They have a new CD on
Hightone – In Harmony – which I’ll take a look at
in the reviews column.
How to sum it all up, then? Quite simply the best
Hemsby bash ever – well, certainly of all the ones
I’ve attended (every one since October 1993).
Jack Scott and Janis Martin were at the peak of
their form, the Calvanes were absolutely great
(super voices and harmonies), Sanford Clark was
slightly disappointing but, as I’ve mentioned, the
voice still sounds okay and Al Casey impressed
with his contributions. Willie and Varick Jeffery
and all connected with the weekenders are to be
congratulated on a fine job well done. Roll on
October when the bill includes Charlie Gracie and
Young Jessie among others. Can’t wait!
Bryan Clark

STOP PRESS
At the time of going to print we heard of
the sad passing of John Lee Hooker.
Expect a tribute to this great man in the
next issue.

Rantings from the Papard
The man who was once described by Arthur
Scargill as the unacceptable face of the loony left.

WINDSORLAND
America has the Magic Kingdom of Disneyland,
Ca (and Disneyworld, Fl) which are Meccas for
tourists from all over the world. Despite Jeb
Bush's voting machines and butterfly ballots, and
our American cousins' penchant for ageing film
stars like Ronald Reagan, they still haven't quite
gotten around to electing Mickey Mouse as
President, though George W. is not that far off Goofy maybe?
We in the UK haven't quite gotten the hang of it
yet, despite having had centuries more practice.
We still think that in order to attract the tourists we
have to turn the whole country into Disneyland
complete with funny costumes (coronets and
ermine), strange fairytale ceremonies (Black Rod
walking backwards), and a complete set of Disney
characters called the Royal Family. In Disneyland
the big-eared Mickey Mouse rules the roost - here
we have our own version waiting patiently in the
wings for mummy to hurry up and abdicate or kick
the bucket, Prince Charles.
They found a lovely fairy-tale princess for him to
marry, and the plan was they would live in
Cinderella’s castle and rule the land together,
happily ever after. Alas it was not to be, for long
before Diana sadly met her demise, Charlie had
decided he preferred a more mature woman, an
Ugly Agency look-alike for Audrey Roberts of
Coronation Street named Camilla Parker-Bowles.
All the royal marriages broke up or looked pretty
shaky. A recent TV program suggested Randy
Andy and Eddy might not even be the Sneaky
Greek's sons at all, and that Liz had had it off with
someone else in her entourage. And we all
remember the incident when a strange man was
found in her bedroom chatting to her - she SAID
he came in through the window, but of course it
was really just a bit of rough trade she'd picked up
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in St James's Park and she got caught out on this
occasion!
Then there's the dear old Queen Mum, that
centenarian who can often be seen dressed head
to toe in black leather on her BSA doing a ton at
the head of the Brighton Run, the wax cherries on
her crash helmet blowing in the wind as she
smashes all the red traffic lights between London
and Brighton with a mallet.
And of course we've all caught her Gene Vincent
impression after she's downed a few crates of
Guinness, up there on stage doing the splits in her
leathers singing 'Baby Blue' in a trance with her
eyes fixed at some point on the ceiling! Well I
THINK she's in a trance, but it might just be
another fish-bone stuck in her gullet. Greedy cow!
I told her to stick to boneless fish cakes. When
she's not eating fish'n'chips walking along The
Mall, she's slurping jelled eels or pie and mash up
the East End.

and entourage, just for the tourists. All the
characters described above can walk around
shaking hands with tourists and being
photographed with children, and all sorts of
exciting new rides could be introduced.
Disneyland Paris would go bust within a month!
Imagine some of the exciting rides in a royal
theme park - the Magic Garden where the next
Queen of England, Charlie Big Ears, talks to the
plants and trees, and they talk back! The Sneaky
Greek World Tour where you meet slit-eyed
Orientals and other strange, inferior ethnic people.
The Henry VIII experience, where you try to knock
the heads off as many dummy wives as possible.
Edward's Really Useful Theatre Company Drag
Show, with Edward taking the starring role
wearing Sophie's dresses (the only reason he
married her, of course - that and family pressure
to find a new Diana and scotch all those 'Edward
is gay' rumours).

Randy Andy and The Duchess of Clapham
With these characters and the Horse Dressed Up
Junction could be reunited for a weekly revival of
As A Woman (Princess Royal), and of course the
their ‘It's A Knockout' contest. The Queen Mum
gin-swilling, accident-prone, Princess Maggie,
would daily ride the Wall of Death on her souped
now sadly a shadow of her former self, who used
up BSA motorbike. And the ultimate thrill ride, a
to hop between Caribbean islands and seedy
giant roller coaster which suddenly plunges into a
joints in Battersea (sorry, South Chelsea) in the
tunnel and lurches to one side, known as the
company of strange young men. Then there is the
Diana Experience. Mmm, perhaps that one's in
Duchess of Clapham Junction (well they made her
bad taste, better think of a new name. Well, you
sound posher by calling her the Duchess of York,
get the idea - it would draw the tourists in their
but she slummed it in Clapham
hordes, and nearby London would
Junction for years) who also
benefit.
blotted her copybook and
A review of Linda Gail
spends most of her time on
Liz and her family could rule the
Lewis and Freddie Fingers Magic
American TV when not writing
Kingdom
of
Lee at Chingford.
dotty stories about talking
Windsorland/Monster Raving Loony
helicopters.
Land for ever and make big bucks in
If you can’t wait, Linda’s the process. Jerry Springer could be
Now my idea is this - there is a
back in Putney at the Half her Royal Entertainments Manager
beautiful royal estate within easy
and put on his daily show where the
Moon, Lower Richmond
reach of London complete with
royals and their various bed-fellows
Road for a Ritchie
its own Cinderella castle. It is
all scream and shout and have a go
called Windsor, from whence
at each other - great fun!
Gee/John Fisher
the ruling Battenburg German
promotion on August 4th
royal family take their Anglicised
And he could certainly do his new
with The Rimshots.
surname. Why not ship all these
Greed show from Windsor, the
royal loonies out there and turn
royals are used to money grabbing,
Windsor Castle and Great Park into our very own
and the old Queen Mum's being doing it longer
Magic Kingdom - Windsorland! (Or Monster
than any of them. Whoever wins gets the Crown
Raving Loony Land if you prefer, as a tribute to
and all the Crown Jewels, the others get zilch!
the late great Lord Sutch!) This way we'd have the
best of both worlds. We can create a democratic
Oh yes, this is a great idea. Only one thing - would
republic, claim back Buck House and its gardens
they use the Pound, the Royal, or the Euro? Who
for the people, and still attract all the royal tourists
cares, either way they'd make a bomb!
to our shores.
Bye for now! If you don't hear from me next
Windsorland/Monster Raving Loony Land can
month, I'm in the Tower!
become
one
of
Europe's
self-governing
principalities like Monaco or San Marino, issuing
Tony 'Happy Pappy' Papard (with inspiration
its own royal stamps, etc. The Queen can parade
from the late great Marc 'Auntie Flo' Fleming)
around the grounds in her gold coach to her
heart's content every day with all her royal family





NEXT ISSUE
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C.D. REVIEWS

The Calvanes – In Harmony – (Hightone
MCD8130)
Those of you who enjoyed the Calvanes’
performance at the recent Hemsby weekender will
go for this collection of brand new recordings. The
Calvanes sound every bit as sharp in 2001 as in
the days when they recorded for the Dootone label
in the mid fifties. Indeed, their big success ‘Don’t
Take Your Love From Me’ gets a tasty makeover.
Of the line up, Bobby Adams and Herman Pruett
were part of the original group. Freddie Willis
came into the fold shortly after and Mister
Bassman, Jimmy Corbitt, joined in 1990.
Many of the songs in this collection are covers;
‘Travelling Stranger’ (one of two acapella
performances) is well known via a version by Little
Anthony and The Imperials. There are strong
versions of the Dream Lovers’ ‘When We Get
Married’; the Hollywood Flames’ ‘Buzz Buzz Buzz’;
the standard ‘The Way You Look Tonight’ which
has been cut by several doo-wop groups (most
famously by The Lettermen); The Drifters’
‘Adorable’; Young Jessie’s ‘Mary Lou’ which is a
standout track; a version of ‘When The Swallows
Come Back To Capistrano’ which appears to be
inspired by the Dominoes’ recording (with Clyde
McPhatter singing lead); the Shields’ ‘You
Cheated’ and ‘Smokey Joe’s Café’, originally
popularised by the Robins; ‘Memories Of El
Monte’ to all intents and purposes a tribute to doowop music itself was written by Frank Zappa and
you may have the Penguins’ version of this song
which they recorded some time in the late sixties I
believe. ‘A Casual Kiss’, sung so memorably by
the guys at Hemsby is also here and there are
four other songs of a similarly high standard. The
backing band (regrettably uncredited) do a fine job
throughout and this collection is only available on
import at present but is well worth seeking out.
Doo-wop heaven indeed!

Delbert McClinton – Nothing Personal – (New
West NW6024)
Delbert McClinton first came to prominence as the
harmonica player on some of Bruce Channel’s
early records (including ‘Hey Baby’). He came to
England in 1962, made friends with John Lennon
helping to develop Lennon’s harp technique, and

made a one off single for Decca, ‘Hully Gully’. In
the late sixties he made a series of recordings for
Huey Meaux’s Crazy Cajun label, which are
currently available in CD format, on Edsel. He
really began to emerge as a great talent with the
release of albums such as Genuine Cowhide
and Love Rustler for ABC in the mid seventies,
and then had a brief spell at Capricorn, ending up
at Muscle Shoals Sound, a subsidiary of Capitol
(releasing ‘Plain From The Heart’). On the move
again by the late eighties, he linked with Alligator,
releasing a fine live album Live from Austin. In
the early ‘90s he made a series of albums for
Curb, one of which (1993’s Delbert McClinton)
includes a blistering rockabilly tribute entitled ‘The
Sun Medley’ featuring the late Danny Gatton on
guitar, then briefly recorded for Rising Tide –
briefly, because the label collapsed shortly after
McClinton signed, an all too common occurrence
with Delbert it seems.
His latest offering for New West entitled Nothing
Personal consolidates his reputation as one of
the greatest (some say THE greatest) white soul
singers of them all. All the songs were written (or
part written) by Delbert himself. I have always
regarded McClinton’s style as a dash of country, a
little bit blues, a little Rock'n'Roll, and a whole lot
of soul and all these parts are on show in this 13
tracker.
Rockin’ sounds are represented by a brisk opener
‘Livin’ It Down’ and the very tasty ‘Squeeze Me In’.
‘Birmingham Tonight’ is a good country cut, ‘When
Rita Leaves’ has a nice Latin tilt and there are
several fine bluesy tracks with the funky ‘Gotta
Get It Worked On’ and ‘Nothin’ Lasts Forever’
being standouts, the latter having something of a
Jimmy Reed sound to it. There’s plenty of great
harp blaring on many tracks. All in all, this is
another winner from a man who seems to turn out
nothing but quality products.

As Good As It Gets – Rhythm And Blues –
(Disky DO999822)
Another in the latest crop of releases in this top
value series from Disky. The 52 tracks on this two
CD set were leased from Dave Travis and EMI,
which means there are several tracks that
originally appeared on Imperial and Aladdin –
classics such as Roy Brown’s ‘Saturday Night’
and Amos Milburn’s ‘Chicken Shack Boogie’.
Roy is also heard on a souped up rendition of his
1947 smash ‘Good Rockin’ Tonight’ entitled ‘We’re
Goin’ Rockin’ Tonight’ which powers along nicely.
Amos Milburn has three extra offerings, these
being his first major hit from 1946 ‘After Midnight’,
the easy rockin’ ‘My Baby’s Boogeying’ and the
superb, oft covered ’Down The Road Apiece’. Pee
Wee Crayton offers ‘Do Unto Others’ (which was
also recorded by Dave Bartholomew if I’m not
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mistaken), ‘You Know, Yeah’ and the up tempo
‘Blues Before Dawn’. For fans of cool West Coast
piano blues there’s Floyd Dixon with ‘Call
Operator’ and the more up beat ‘Real Lovin’
Mama’ (sung in duet with Mari Jones), also
there’s the late, great Charles Brown with ‘I
Wanna Fool Around With You’, ‘Alley Batting’ and
‘Evening Shadows’. Jimmy Liggins (who was a
top selling R&B artist, along with brother Joe on
Specialty, before he joined Aladdin) offers ‘No
More Alcohol’, the nice ‘Boogie Woogie King’ and
a great favourite of mine ‘I Ain’t Drunk’. More great
selections from such as T-Bone Walker, Muddy
Waters, Jimmy Rogers, Snooks Eaglin, John
Lee Hooker and lots more, combined with
detailed notes by Dave Travis make this collection
an essential purchase.









Cap who joined them just a couple of days before
Gene Vincent And The Blue Caps were booked
to film their cameo appearance in The Girl Can’t
Help It, staying with them on and off until they
disbanded in late 1959, reforming in the early
1980s. I saw them perform at the Majestic
Ballroom in Tottenham (formerly the Tottenham
Royal) which incidentally was my first trip back to
my home town for many a year, catching them
again a couple of times during the 1990s at The
Thunderbird at Wellingborough and The Academy
at Brixton. The Blue Cap rhythm guitarist and one
time clapper boy had been in very poor health for
some while, performing just a couple of days
before his death with Narvel Felts. He succumbed
to cirrhosis of the liver.
Paul Peek, guitarist and singer
Born High Point, N.Carolina, 23 June 1937
Died Atlanta, Georgia, 3 April 2001
Back rockin’ with Gene.



The next gang meet up will be Friday 27th
July, at the Princess Louise, Holborn, from
18:30 hours onwards. Depart for a meal at
approx. 20:10. Hope to see as many of you
as possible.









ERRATA
Thankfully only a couple of gremlins crept into the
June edition. These were;
The Buster Brown 45 on Ace CD golden age of
American Rock'n'Roll Vol 9 was issued in the UK
on Melodisc.
The Treniers’ original version of ‘Rock-A-Beatin’
Boogie’ was released on the Okeh label (great
British Rock'n'Roll CD on Disky).
Bryan Clark would like to point out that Lonnie
Donegan now lives in Spain and has done for a
number of years. Lonnie only lived in the United
States during the 1980s.









‘Tales From The Woods’ raises a glass to say
farewell to Paul Peek, second generation Blue







If man evolved from monkeys and apes, why do
we still have monkeys and apes?
If a man is standing in the middle of the forest
speaking, and there is no woman around to
hear him... is he still wrong?
Isn't it a bit unnerving that doctors call what they
do "practice"?
Would a fly without wings be called a walk?
If a tortoise doesn't have a shell, is he homeless -or naked?
Why don't sheep shrink when it rains?
What was the best thing before sliced bread?
One nice thing about egotists: they don't talk
about other people.
Be nice to your kids. They'll choose your nursing
home.
Is there another word for synonym?









And finally, it makes your heart bleed, don’t it
Kats, seeing those sobbing farmers on television
during the recent foot and mouth crisis. Bearing in
mind it was one of their own that started it all in
the first place - three times the RSPCA went to
that farm in Northumberland, three times they
warned the farmer to clean up his act, three times
the authorities were alerted, all to no avail.
Farming is the most heavily subsidised industry in
the UK and has been that way for decades. No
other industry would have survived being such a
burden on the taxpayer’s money. I don’t recall
seeing too many farmers on the picket line back in
the 1980s when the Screaming Handbag and her
entourage of philistine barbarians were rampaging
around the country decimating the traditional
British industries – coal, steel and shipbuilding which we were told at the time were luxuries that
the national purse strings could no longer afford.
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‘Tales From The Woods’ sends its congratulations
to Jack ‘The Kack’ Straw on his post election
promotion from Home to Foreign Secretary. Now
Jack ‘The Kack’ can promote his unique brand of
Anglo-Saxon totalitarianism on the European and
world stage as well as the domestic one.

Congratulations to the Conservative party for a
sterling job in losing the election.
rd
Happy birthday Mum 3 July xx
th
Happy birthday Nikki 26 July xx









The only mobile disco in the world to play SOLELY train songs
Here’s what they said about us: “A great retirement party” - Lord Beeching.
“I wish they had played some songs about fresh fruit or cheese” - partygoer.
“Why were there no songs about telephones?” - British Telecom employee.
“Are we there already?” - Charles Dale.
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If you wish to subscribe or advertise in
the UK's fastest-growing in-house
magazine, write to;

‘Tales from the Woods’
care of Keith Woods
25 Queen Anne Avenue
Bromley
Kent
BR2 0SA

Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941

Soul Kitchen – John Soulboy Joliffe
Stateside Trip Reviews - Keith Woods

Articles for publication can be e-mailed to
hjmatonesq@compuserve.com

Tony Vincent Tribute, Graphics,
Typesetting, Production, Assistant Ed,
and anything else - ‘H’

Remember – you’re only young twice
Keith Woods
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